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Rand note: rand has weakened in anticipation of the FOMC meeting, with oil exporting
EMs seeing some currency gains, particularly those which have lifted interest rates
while the elections results are coming through
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•

The domestic currency ran to R15.49/USD ahead of tomorrow’s US FOMC meeting
outcome, with market participants fearing indications of a quickening in FOMC member’s
interest rate hike forecasts, although the actual dot plot forecast graph is not due.
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•

The FOMC meeting tomorrow night is hoped to give a clear indication on whether there is
a reduction in dovishness of the FOMC. A start to QE tapering would be an indication of
a reduction, as would any marked worries on inflation, but would be negative for the rand.

•

The US PCE deflator out last week at 4.4% is high, but in line with expectations, while the
US GDP outcome disappointed down to 2% q/q annualised, versus previously 6.7% and
expected at 2.6% for Q3.21.

•

However, October is showing some good University of Michigan readings, while the ISM
readings are up into the 70s also for October. Even the Markit PMI was above 50 for the
US last month. However, inflation readings are high across the board.

•

The mixed data for Q3.21 in the US, versus individual economic data reading in October
for a number of areas of activity, appears to be indicating a lift in GDP in Q4.21, although
only one month’s partial set of data may be too sparse for the FOMC.

•

Additionally, while the inflation readings have proved much stickier than initially thought,
the FOMC has not panicked about them, with wage increases pushing up, showing
second round effects, but these are also due to labour shortages.

•

Markets are worrying over FOMC QE easing, and this is afflicting the rand today, and will
likely continue to do so tomorrow until the meeting tomorrow night. South Africa’s
municipal election results are starting to come through today.

•

With 40% counted by 4pm today, the results reported so far show the ANC at 47% of the
vote, the DA 23%, EFF 10%, IFP 4% and the remaining parties all below 4.0% each for
the tally nationally, but with very mixed results in municipalities.

•

Having reached R15.49/USD today, the rand has strengthened somewhat to
R15.42/USD, and will likely remain volatile and weak ahead of the FOMC meeting, and
with risks from the election outcome. So far the rand averages R14.81/USD for the month
of October.

Please scroll down to the second section below
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•

The IEC says SA’s election results will be finalized by the end of today, but has also not
given a figure yet of voter turnout. However, polls for low voter turnout are so far bearing
out with the results that have come in so far.

•

42.6 million South Africans are able to vote, but only 26.2 of these are registered to vote,
i.e. 62%. Furthermore, not more than about 50% of these or around 27% are expected to
turnout to vote with Ipsos survey outcomes based on the level of apathy in a low scenario.

•

Under a medium voter turnout, there is a 42% turnout and a high turnout is 59%. The most
probable outcome may be between the medium and high turnout scenarios. The ANC is
seen to gain 47% of the vote and the DA 24% under the medium scenario.
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•

Not all parties surveyed potential outcomes are given, but Action SA is surveyed at 3.0%,
IFP 2.7%, FF+1.3% and ACDP 0.7% all under the medium voter turnout scenario, and the
outcome may be around half that of the DA for the EFF.

•

Ipsos warns “(t)he performance of political parties is influenced fundamentally by different
turnout outcomes.” A low turnout is now shown at 39% ANC support and 32% for the DA,
while a high turnout is 46% ANC, 24% DA.

•

“For instance, a low turnout scenario will be to the benefit of the DA, and the detriment of
the ANC. The model is not linear and different scenario’s influence different parties
differently.” But it should also be remembered it is a poll and not reality.

•

A low voter turnout is more negative for the ANC and so perceived to be for Ramaphosa,
although by not voting, voters are showing their displeasure at candidates for their wards
and not Ramaphosa himself, but the national outcome is seen to point to 2024.

•

However, at the general election there is often a more supportive outcome for a popular
president, which should be factored into the ANC elective conference next year, but SA’s
politics are likely to remain noisy and so disruptive to business and investor confidence.

•

The ANC could work (much) harder on service delivery and eradicating corruption in the
run up to 2024, as well as reducing unemployment. The rest of this year and next is also
likely to see Ramaphosa push for reform and so faster economic growth.
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